APPENDIX 2
Lawrence Conway
Chief Executive
South Lakeland District Council
South Lakeland House
Lowther Street
Kendal
Cumbria
LA9 4UF
By email:
l.conway@southlakeland.gov.uk
9 October 2020

Dear Chief Executive,
The Secretary of State has today in accordance with the Local Government and
Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 invited any principal council in Cumbria to
submit a proposal for unitary local government for the area. Your council therefore is
invited to make such a proposal, and if it decides to do so, it may make its own
proposal or make a proposal jointly with any other councils in Cumbria. I enclose a
copy of the invitation.
As you will see, if a council decides to make a proposal, it must submit by 9
November 2020 at least an outline proposal, and if a full proposal has not been
submitted by that date, the full proposal must be submitted as soon
as practicable thereafter and by no later than 9 December 2020. A proposal should
be submitted by email to Paul.Rowsell@communities.gov.uk and
Helen.McStravick@communities.gov.uk
Some councils have already shared a draft or initial proposal with the department;
where this is the case the proposal should now be formally submitted in response to
this invitation.
You will also see that in response to this invitation a council may make any of the
types of proposal permitted under the 2007 Act. Section 2 of the 2007 Act provides
for the following types of proposal:
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•

Type ‘A’ is a proposal for a single, unitary tier of local government for the area
which is the county concerned.

•

Type ‘B’ is a proposal for a single, unitary tier of local government for an area
which is currently a district, or two or more districts, taking on county
functions, within the county concerned, to be specified in the proposal.

•

Type ‘C‘ is a proposal for a single tier of local government for an area
specified in the proposal which currently consists of the county concerned or
one or more districts in the county concerned; and one or more relevant
adjoining areas.

•

A combined proposal which is a proposal that consists of: two or more Type B
proposals: two or more Type C proposals: or one or more Type B proposals
and one or more Type C proposals,

If you have any queries about this letter or enclosed invitation, please contact Helen
McStravick at Helen.McStravick@communities.gov.uk or 07458 135243.

Yours Sincerely,

P ROWSELL
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN HEALTH ACT 2007
INVITATION FOR PROPOSALS FOR A SINGLE TIER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government, in exercise of his
powers under Part 1 of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007,
hereby invites any principal authority in the area of the county of Cumbria to submit a proposal
for a single tier of local government, in accordance with paragraphs 1 to 3 below.
1. If an authority wishes to make a proposal in response to this invitation it must submit by 9
November 2020 at least an outline proposal, and if a full proposal has not been submitted by
that date, the full proposal must be submitted as soon as practicable thereafter and by no later
than 9 December 2020.
2. In responding to this invitation an authority must have regard to the guidance from the
Secretary of State set out in the Schedule to this invitation, and to any further guidance on
responding to this invitation received from the Secretary of State.
3. An authority responding to this invitation may either make its own proposal or make a
proposal jointly with any of the other authorities invited to respond.

Signed by authority of the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local
Government.

P Rowsell
A senior civil servant in the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government
9 October 2020

SCHEDULE
Paragraphs 1 to 2 below set out guidance from the Secretary of State.
1. A proposal should seek to achieve for the area concerned the establishment of a single tier
of local government, that is the establishment of one or more unitary authorities:
a. which are likely to improve local government and service delivery across the area of
the proposal, giving greater value for money, generating savings, providing stronger
strategic and local leadership, and which are more sustainable structures;
b. which command a good deal of local support as assessed in the round overall across
the whole area of the proposal; and
c. where the area of each unitary authority is a credible geography consisting of one
or more existing local government areas with an aggregate population which is either
within the range 300,000 to 600,000, or such other figure that, having regard to the
circumstances of the authority, including local identity and geography, could be
considered substantial.
2. The following matters should be taken into account in formulating a proposal:
a. A proposal should describe clearly the single tier local government structures it is
putting forward, and explain how, if implemented, these are expected to achieve the
outcomes described in paragraph 1 above.
b. The need for evidence and analysis to support a proposal and any explanation of
the outcomes it is expected to achieve, including evidence of a good deal of local
support.
c. The impact of any proposed unitary authorities on other local boundaries and
geographies. If the area of any proposed unitary authority crosses existing police force
and fire and rescue authority boundaries, the proposal should include an assessment
of what the impact would be on the police forces and/or fire and rescue authorities and
include the views of the relevant Police and Crime Commissioners and Fire and
Rescue Authorities.
d. Any wider context for any proposed unitary authorities around promoting economic
recovery and growth, including possible future devolution deals and Mayoral
Combined Authorities.
e. If the proposal submitted by 9 November 2020 is an outline proposal it should
indicate what further material is expected to be provided and when this would be
submitted which should be no later than 9 December 2020.

